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Abstract
Objectives
To examine the impact of Massachusetts healthcare
reform on changes in rates of admission to hospital for
ambulatory care sensitive conditions (ACSCs), which
are potentially preventable with good access to
outpatient medical care, and racial and ethnic
disparities in such rates, using complete inpatient
discharge data (hospital episode statistics) from
Massachusetts and three control states.
Design
Difference in differences analysis to identify the
change, overall and according to race/ethnicity,
adjusted for secular changes unrelated to reform.
Setting
Hospitals in Massachusetts, New York, New Jersey, and
Pennsylvania, United States.
Participants
Adults aged 18–64 (those most likely to have been
affected by the reform) admitted for any of 12 ACSCs in
the 21 months before and after the period during which
reform was implemented (July 2006 to December
2007).
Main outcome measures
Admission rates for a composite of all 12 ACSCs, and
subgroup composites of acute and chronic ACSCs.
Results
After adjustment for potential confounders, including
age, race and ethnicity, sex, and county income,
unemployment rate and physician supply, we found no
evidence of a change in the admission rate for overall
composite ACSC (1.2%, 95% confidence interval −1.6%
to 4.1%) or for subgroup composites of acute and

What is already known on this topic
Massachusetts healthcare reform increased the proportion of the state’s residents
who have health insurance, particularly among racial and ethnic minorities
Changes in rates of preventable admissions to hospital can reflect changes in
access to outpatient medical care
A prior study examining the impact of the reform on preventable admissions
yielded mixed results but had some methodological limitations

What this study adds
The Massachusetts health reform alone seems insufficient to improve populationwide preventable admissions or in pre-existing racial and ethnic disparities in such
admissions
To reduce preventable admissions and disparities in preventable admissions,
states such as Massachusetts need to go beyond simply expanding insurance
coverage
the bmj | BMJ 2015;350:h1480 | doi: 10.1136/bmj.h1480

chronic ACSCs. Nor did we find a change in disparities
in admission rates between black and white people
(−1.9%, −8.5% to 5.1%) or white and Hispanic people
(2.0%, −7.5% to 12.4%) for overall composite ACSC that
existed in Massachusetts before reform. In analyses
limited to Massachusetts only, we found no evidence
of a change in admission rate for overall composite
ACSC between counties with higher and lower rates of
uninsurance at baseline (1.4%, −2.3% to 5.3%).
Conclusions
Massachusetts reform was not associated with
significantly lower overall or racial and ethnic
disparities in rates of admission to hospital for ACSCs.
In the US, and Massachusetts in particular, additional
efforts might be needed to improve access to
outpatient care and reduce preventable admissions.

Introduction
The United States has been atypical among industrialized countries in lacking a universal healthcare coverage system. Financial barriers to care, particularly for
low income and uninsured people and racial and ethnic
minorities, have been substantially higher in the US
than in other wealthy countries.1 The landmark Patient
Protection and Affordable Care Act (ACA) is a policy
intervention designed to improve access to medical care
through the largest expansion of insurance to low
income people in US history; once fully implemented it
is expected to provide coverage to 30 million previously
uninsured people.2 The extent to which the act will be
able to reduce barriers to accessing care and narrow
racial and ethnic disparities in access is uncertain. The
major coverage provisions in the act have been in place
since January of 2014, but the effects of reform might
not be realized early on. In 2006, the state of Massachusetts enacted a healthcare reform law that served as the
template for the ACA. The Massachusetts reform provides an opportunity to examine the impact of a similar
but more mature reform on access to care several years
before data from the ACA will be available; it could provide lessons for ongoing reform implementation in the
US and other countries that might contemplate analogous reforms.
The Massachusetts reform was designed to achieve
“near universal” coverage, to improve access to care,
and to decrease racial and ethnic disparities in both
coverage and access3 4 that are well documented within
the US healthcare system.5 In addition to extending coverage to the lowest income individuals—disproportionately comprising racial and ethnic minorities—the
Massachusetts reform made reducing disparities an
1
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included preventive and primary care, emergency services, hospital stays, outpatient services, prescription
drugs, and mental health services. Patterned closely on
the Massachusetts reform, the ACA also includes an
individual mandate, a Medicaid expansion, and publicly subsidized plans available for purchase through
state based health benefit exchanges for those who do
not qualify for Medicaid.28 The ACA requires that health
insurance covers a range of services comparable with
those covered by Massachusetts reform29 but offers subsidized plans for those with incomes up to 400% of the
federal poverty levels rather than up to 300% under the
Massachusetts reform.
We hypothesized that, after reform, expanded coverage would enable better access to outpatient care and
as a result that preventable admissions to hospital
would decline. Understanding whether this occurred
overall and for racial and ethnic minorities could help
inform ACA implementation; it could also hold insights
for other countries that might consider moving toward
a mixed healthcare financing model built on employer
based private insurance with publicly subsidized
insurance for the poor and a tax penalty enforced mandate to obtain coverage. To examine changes in access
using objective data and to overcome potential limitations of prior studies, we assessed the impact of Massachusetts healthcare reform on rates of preventable
admissions (those for ACSCs) using complete admission data. We used a quasi-experimental design to
compare longitudinal changes (from before to after
reform) in hospital admission rates for ACSCs in Massachusetts with concurrent changes in three control
states not undergoing healthcare reform. We examined
these ACSC changes for the Massachusetts population
as a whole as well as among racial and ethnic subgroups. Finally, we evaluated whether the Massachusetts insurance expansion had differential effects
related to the geographically varying baseline uninsurance rates within Massachusetts.

Methods
General approach
Comprehensive state-wide data on objective measures
of access to outpatient medical care are not available in
Massachusetts for the time periods just before and after
reform. As comprehensive statewide data are available
on all admissions to hospital, we examined changes in
admissions rates for ACSCs,22 23 a well validated and
widely used method to indirectly evaluate changes in
access to outpatient care, particularly in relation to
health insurance30–33 and racial and ethnic disparities.34–37 The Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality (AHRQ) has defined and the National Quality Forum
has endorsed a set of evidence based ACSCs to be used
for this purpose,38 which we use here.
Data sources and population
We obtained patient level data on all hospital admissions to non-federal acute care hospitals in Massachusetts and three control states (New York (NY),
New Jersey (NJ), and Pennsylvania (PA)) in 2004–10,
doi: 10.1136/bmj.h1480 | BMJ 2015;350:h1480 | the bmj
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explicit goal.6 It also established a Health Disparities
Council tasked with monitoring and making recommendations regarding racial and ethnic disparities in
access to high quality care and health outcomes.7
According to data from the US Census Bureau, the percentage of uninsured non-elderly Massachusetts residents fell from about 12% in the period before reform
(2004–06) to about 6% in the period after reform
(2008–09),8 with larger declines among racial and ethnic minorities and lower income individuals.9 Prior
studies on the impact of this expansion on access to
care have predominantly come from population based
survey data, with most showing improvements in
access to outpatient care such as inability to see a physician because of cost8 10–12 and receipt of some outpatient services,8 13 14 but little evidence of improvement in
disparities after reform.11 12 14 15 Yet studies based on survey data, however well conducted, rely on self report
from respondents and are therefore potentially subject
to cognitive, non-response,16 and other biases. Few
studies have used objective data to examine utilization
of care8 17–19 or clinical outcomes,20 21 and only one
examined a well established measure of access to outpatient care—rates of admission to hospital for ambulatory care sensitive conditions (ACSCs),8 conditions that
are potentially preventable with good access to outpatient care.22 23 That single study had mixed results overall: no change was noted in the number of admissions
for ACSCs in the primary analysis but after adjustment
for measures of inpatient severity of illness, a 2.7 percentage point decline was noted.8 That study, however,
examined a only fraction (20%) of admissions in Massachusetts that occurred in only a subset of Massachusetts hospitals (48/70), potentially leading to both
non-representativeness of the study sample and selection bias if insurance obtained under the reform led to a
change in hospitals to which patients were admitted. In
addition, that study did not examine racial and ethnic
disparities in preventable admissions.
The Massachusetts health reform law expanded
insurance coverage in three ways. First, it included an
“individual mandate” that requires most adults in
Massachusetts who can afford health insurance to have
coverage or pay a tax penalty of up to $1272 (£867,
€1200) a year (in 2013),24 depending on an individual’s
income, age, and family size. Second, the reform
expanded publicly sponsored coverage through an
extension of Medicaid (health insurance for Massachusetts residents with the lowest income) to previously
ineligible residents, and the creation of Commonwealth
Care, a publicly subsidized plan for residents with
incomes below 300% of the US federal poverty level
($23 550 (£16 050, €22 171) a year for a family of four in
2013).25 Finally, the law created a health insurance
exchange (the Massachusetts Health Connector)26 offering both subsidized plans (Commonwealth Care) and
unsubsidized private plans (Commonwealth Choice) at
a lower cost than was available before the reform. All
health insurance products available through the Connector were required to offer benefit packages that met
standards for “minimal creditable coverage”27 and
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Study variables
Our outcomes were admission rates for three composite
measures of ACSCs defined by AHRQ: acute composite
ACSCs (dehydration, urinary tract infection, and bacterial pneumonia), chronic composite ACSCs (short term
and long term complications of diabetes, chronic
Ambulatory care sensitive conditions defined by Agency for Healthcare Research
and Quality (AHRQ) prevention quality indicators (PQIs)
Individual PQIs
PQI 01 Diabetes short term complications admission rate
PQI 02 Perforated appendix admission rate (excluded)
PQI 03 Diabetes long term complications admission rate
PQI 05 Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease or asthma in older adults admission rate
PQI 07 Hypertension admission rate
PQI 08 Congestive heart failure (CHF) admission rate
PQI 09 Low birth weight rate (excluded)
PQI 10 Dehydration admission rate
PQI 11 Bacterial pneumonia admission rate
PQI 12 Urinary tract infection admission rate
PQI 13 Angina without procedure admission rate
PQI 14 Uncontrolled diabetes admission rate
PQI 15 Asthma in younger adults admission rate (excluded)
PQI 16 Rate of lower extremity amputation among patients with diabetes
Composite PQIs
PQI 90 Overall composite (includes 01, 03, 05, 07, 08, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, and 16)
PQI 91 Acute composite (includes 10, 11, and 12)
PQI 92 Chronic composite (includes 01, 03, 05, 07, 08, 13, 14, 15, and 16)
the bmj | BMJ 2015;350:h1480 | doi: 10.1136/bmj.h1480

obstructive lung disease, hypertension, heart failure,
and angina) and overall composite ACSCs (acute and
chronic measures combined). The box lists all individual and composite ACSC definitions. Admission rates
were calculated per 100 000 population per year and
per quarter in the county of patient residence, overall
and for racial and ethnic subgroups.
The primary independent variables were time
(whether the admission occurred in the period before or
after reform), state (Massachusetts v control states), and
the interaction between these two variables (to obtain
an estimate of the difference in differences of the net
percentage change—that is, the excess change after
reform in Massachusetts over that in the control states).
Implementation of reform in Massachusetts began on 1
July 2006 with Medicaid expansion to cover eligible low
income individuals and ended with a tax penalty
enforced mandate to acquire insurance coverage from 1
January 2008.44 Thus, we considered the period before
reform to be the 21 months from 1 October 2004 to 30
June 2006 and the period after reform to be the 21
months from 1 January 2008 to 30 September 2009. This
definition of the reform intervals, used in prior studies
of the Massachusetts reform,17 45 balances the benefits
of a large enough window of observation to establish
ACSC admission levels before and after, an adequate
sample size, and avoidance of time periods more distantly removed from the reform in which ACSC admission rates could be influenced by factors unrelated to
the reform (such as substantial decline in US healthcare
expenditures accelerating in 2010).46
Covariates included race and ethnicity, categorized
as Hispanic, non-Hispanic white, non-Hispanic black,
and “other”; age, categorized as 18–39, 40–49, 50–59,
and 60–64; sex; quarter of the year; time period
(before/after reform); and intervention state (Massachusetts/controls). County level variables were median
income (thirds), median unemployment rate (thirds),
and HPSA designation (no, partial, or whole physician
shortage area); in addition, we included county indicators to capture time invariant unobserved area level
effects.

Analytic data structure
To estimate hospital admission rates before and after
reform, we produced an analytic dataset by stratifying
the state population into cohorts according to race and
ethnicity, age, sex, county, time period (before v after
reform), and quarter of the year. We stratified population at the county level to adjust for geographic heterogeneity (within states) in factors determining admission
rates as this is the finest sub-state level for which
annual census population counts were available.39 With
each county stratified into cohorts, we had 6272 observations for the periods before and after reform in Massachusetts combined and 67 200 observations for same
periods in control states.
Analysis
We used a naturally occurring quasi-experimental
design, treating Massachusetts as the exposed group
3
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obtained directly from the relevant state agency. These
data include information on patient age, race, and ethnicity, sex, insurance type, diagnosis (ICD-9 (international classification of diseases, ninth edition)
diagnostic codes), zip code, and dates of hospital
admission. We linked zip code to data from the US Census Bureau39 to assess community characteristics and
obtained county level population estimates according
to age, sex, race and ethnicity, and zip code median
income. The Area Resource File40 was used to obtain
data on county unemployment rates and Health Professions Shortage Area (HPSA) designation,41 an indicator
of county level supply of primary care physicians. Many
of these variables are assigned at the county level as
this is the only level that has annual denominators and
because variables from some sources are available only
at the county level.
To compare ACSC admission rates in counties with
the highest baseline uninsurance rate (greatest potential for insurance gains after reform) with those with the
lowest baseline uninsurance rates (lowest potential for
insurance gains after reform), we obtained county level
insurance rates from the US Census Bureau’s Small
Area Health Insurance Estimates (SAHIE).42
We included patients with an admission for any one
of 12 adult ACSCs as the admitting diagnosis, identified
using the AHRQ’s Prevention Quality Indicators criteria43 and who were aged 18–64. Nearly all US residents
aged ≥65 are and were, before the reform, covered by
government insurance (Medicare).
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errors (in fixed and, separately, random effects models);
and negative binomial and linear regression models. We
also estimated outcomes using interrupted time series51
models with all the covariates in the baseline model (see
details of modeling and results in appendix 1). Also, to
assess the robustness of our results to selection of particular control states, we re-estimated models excluding one control state at a time to ensure that no single
comparator state was driving the results. Lastly, we conducted analyses to test whether trends in admission
rates before reform differed between Massachusetts and
control states (appendix 1).
Significance was assessed at P<0.05 (two tailed), and
all estimations were performed with Stata version 13.1
and SAS software, version 9.2.

Results
Patient sample
We studied 893 924 admissions to hospital for ACSCs,
102 541 in Massachusetts and 791 383 in control states.
Before reform, patients admitted in control states were
more likely to be black or “other” race or ethnicity and to
reside in counties with lower median incomes (table 1).
Rates of preventable admission
The figure shows plots of age and sex standardized rates
and moving four quarter averages for the overall composite ACSC hospital admission rate, smoothed for seasonal variation. These plots shows that rates were higher
in control states than in Massachusetts but that little
change occurred over the entire study period for either.
Age and sex standardized rates for the overall composite ACSC measure declined slightly in Massachusetts
(−2.1%) but did so to a greater degree in control states
(−3.5%; table 2). Difference in differences analyses for
the overall composite measure found no evidence of a
significant change in hospital admission rates in Massachusetts versus those in control states in either unadjusted analyses or those adjusted for changes in hospital
admission rates in control states and multiple individual
and county level baseline patient characteristics (1.2%,
95% confidence interval −1.6 to 4.1). We obtained similar
findings for both the acute composite and chronic composite ACSC measures.
Rates of preventable admissions by race and
ethnicity
Point estimates for hospital admission rates/100 000
before reform for the overall composite ACSC measure
varied by race and ethnicity in both Massachusetts and
control states. For example, in Massachusetts, the
admission rate/100 000 before reform was 667 for white
people, 1258 for Hispanic people, and 1713 for black
people (table 3). In adjusted difference in differences
analyses we found no changes in admission rates for
any race or ethnicity for the three ACSC composite measures except for an increase in admission rates for
chronic composite conditions for white people. In multivariate analyses we also found no evidence of a
change in disparities between white and black people
(−1.9%, 95% confidence interval −8.5% to 5.1%) or white
doi: 10.1136/bmj.h1480 | BMJ 2015;350:h1480 | the bmj
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and states without health reform as the control group.
First, to represent the data visually, we calculated
admission rates over time as the moving averages of
four quarters (each quarter averaged with the three
quarter that preceded it) to smooth out seasonal variation. In a separate analysis, we then estimated admission rates before and after reform for the acute, chronic,
and overall composite measures. We adjusted these
rates for compositional differences in sex and age by
direct standardization.47 We then estimated the unadjusted percentage change in admission rates after
reform by subtracting the change in rates among control states from the change observed in Massachusetts.
We then used a difference in differences approach48 to
estimate the adjusted percentage change in ACSC
admission rates in Massachusetts by accounting for
contemporaneous changes in admission rates in control states and all other covariates in multivariate models. This method allows for comparison of two groups
(exposed and unexposed) over time and, when used in
a regression framework, can adjust for confounders
while controlling for unobserved individual differences
and for common trends.49 We used Poisson regression
models with ACSC admission count as the outcome
measure and census population count as the population at risk. We adjusted persistent (time invariant) differences by geography with county level fixed effects
and for secular temporal fluctuations with a dummy
indicator variable for quarter. We also obtained robust
standard error estimates adjusted for county level clustering.50
In addition, to examine changes before and after
reform in pre-existing racial and ethnic disparities in
ACSCs, we conducted an analysis using the same modeling approach and covariates to estimate whether
admission rates for ACSCs had changed for black people or Hispanic people relative to white residents in
Massachusetts for each composite outcome measure
(analogous to a “difference in difference in differences”
analysis with white people taken as the “control
group”).
We also compared changes in ACSC rates in the seven
counties that had the lowest rates of uninsurance with
the seven counties that had the highest rates before
reform and thus potentials for gains in insurance as a
result of the reform. As expected, when we grouped by
actual gains in insurance coverage after reform, this
resulted in the same two groups. We used a difference in
differences approach employing Poisson regression
models identical to those described above except that
rather than conducting comparisons with control
states, we compared two groups of counties with the
highest and lowest potential for gains in insurance
within Massachusetts.
We also performed multiple sensitivity analyses to
test the robustness of our preferred baseline modeling
approach and time period of observation. Specifically,
we re-estimated the baseline model (Poisson regression) using an additional year of data in the period after
reform; only propensity score matched counties in control states; bootstrap method to calculate standard
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Massachusetts

Age (years):
Mean (SD)
18–29
30–39
40–44
45–49
50–54
55–59
60–64
Women
Men
Race:
Non-Hispanic black
Hispanic
Other
Non-Hispanic white
Zip code median income ($):
Mean (SD)
Low
Medium
High
Insurance status:
Insured
Uninsured
Insurance type:
Commonwealth Care†
Medicaid
Medicare
Commercial
Uninsured
Other
Safety net hospital:
No
Yes
Teaching hospital:
No
Yes
Profit status:
Not for profit
For profit

Control states

Before reform
(n=50 293)

After reform
(n=52 248)

Before reform
(n=393 900)

After reform
(n=397 483)

49.2 (11.9)
9.2
10.8
10.1
13.1
15.6
19.2
22.1
53.5
46.5

49.3 (11.9)
9.5
10.2
9.4
12.9
16.7
18.4
23.0
52.8
47.2

49.2 (11.5)
8.2
11.4
10.4
13.7
16.1
18.9
21.4
53.4
46.6

49.1 (11.6)
8.9
10.7
9.6
13.8
17.1
18.6
21.3
53.0
47.0

11.5
9.2
4.7
74.6

12.3
10.0
4.7
73.0

27.8
11.7
6.6
53.9

29.4
11.8
6.3
52.5

47 343 (16 262)
38.8
24.0
37.2

46 988 (15 930)
39.4
24.5
36.1

41 018 (16 969)
40.0
24.9
35.1

40 872 (16 953)
40.4
25.0
34.6

91.2
8.8

95.1
4.9

93.7
6.3

92.0
8.0

<0.001

0
23.6
25.9
40.7
8.8
1.0

2.8
25.6
27.9
37.8
4.9
1.0

0
24.5
20.1
46.4
6.3
2.6

0
22.9
19.9
45.8
8.0
3.3

<0.001

67.1
32.9

68.4
31.6

68.5
31.5

69.3
30.7

<0.001

62.9
37.1

62.6
37.4

65.7
34.3

64.6
35.4

<0.001

94.6
5.4

95.0
5.0

98.2
1.8

97.8
2.2

<0.001

P value*

—

0.64

0.45

<0.001

—
<0.001

*For comparison of MA before reform with control states before reform
†Commonwealth Care is publicly subsidized private insurance for people with low incomes created under Massachusetts reform.

and Hispanic people (2.0%, −7.5% to 112.4%) in the
overall composite ACSC admission rate after reform.
Similarly, for the acute and chronic measures, we found
no evidence of significant changes in disparities
between white and black people and white and Hispanic people that had existed before reform in Massachusetts.
The overall composite rate of preventable admissions
before reform was higher for older patients, female
patients, those with lower incomes, and those living in
counties with higher unemployment levels (data not
shown). We found no significant changes in admission
rates for any subgroup of patients (data not shown).
We also found no evidence that the overall composite
ACSC hospitalization rate in Massachusetts counties
the bmj | BMJ 2015;350:h1480 | doi: 10.1136/bmj.h1480

with the greatest potential (and actual) gains in coverage was different from the rate in counties with the lowest potential (and actual) gains, in multivariate analyses
(adjusted % change 1.5%, 95% confidence interval
−2.2% to 5.2%; where a point estimate above 1 indicates
a higher admission rate after reform in Massachusetts
counties with greater potential gains in insurance coverage; table 4). Again, similar results were obtained for
the acute and chronic measures.
Several sensitivity analyses including use of propensity score matched control counties and alternative
model specifications (using bootstrap method to calculate standard errors with fixed effects and alternately,
random effects specifications, negative binomial, linear,
interrupted time series) produced similar results
5
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Table 1 | Characteristics of patients admitted to hospital for ambulatory care sensitive conditions in MA and control
states (NY, NJ, PA) before (1 October 2004–30 June 2006) and after (1 January 2008–30 September 2009) healthcare
reform. Figures are numbers (percentages) unless stated otherwise

Adjusted admission rates/100 000

300

Transition
period

A

250
200
150
100

Control
MA

50
0
B

250
200
150
100
50

Q1
07 Q2
Q3
Q4
Q1
20
08 Q
2
Q3
20

20

04 Q
4
Q1
20
05 Q2
Q3
Q4
20
Q
06 1
Q2

0

Time trends in hospital admission rates/100 000
population for composite of 12 ambulatory care sensitive
conditions in MA and control states (NY, NJ, PA) from
periods before and after reform standardized for age and
sex and as four quarter rolling averages to smooth
seasonal variation. Transition period represents time
period during which reform was being implemented

(see table A and B in appendix 2) for overall ACSC admission rates and for changes in racial and ethnic disparities
in ACSC admission rates. Exclusion of each control state
individually from the analysis also did not change our
results. Addition of extra months of data in the period
after reform resulted in an increase in ACSC admissions
for the overall and chronic ACSCs but no changes in the
results for acute ACSCs or racial and ethnic disparities in
any ACSC measure. We found no evidence that trends in
Massachusetts before reform diverged from those in control states (table C, appendix 2).

Discussion
Admission rates for ambulatory care sensitive conditions (ACSCs) are indicative of access to outpatient
care.22 23 30–33 38 52 Using complete inpatient hospital

records data we found no evidence that hospital
admission rates for ACSCs changed in Massachusetts
after implementation of healthcare reform compared
with rates in states that did not undergo healthcare
reform. We also found no evidence that admission
rates for ACSCs declined to a greater degree in counties in Massachusetts with the highest baseline uninsurance rates (and largest gains in insurance after
reform) compared with those with the lowest baseline
uninsurance rates (and smallest gains after reform).
Lastly, we failed to find evidence of a significant narrowing of pre-existing racial and ethnic disparities in
this outcome (between white and black people or
between white and Hispanic people) in comparison
with control states. Most, but not all, prior studies
have shown improvements in multiple measures of
access to care with less evidence that racial and ethnic
disparities improved. In contrast, using the specific
hospital related metric of preventable admissions we
could not find significant improvements in access or
disparities in access to outpatient care after implementation of Massachusetts healthcare reform.

Limitations and strengths
Several limitations of this study should be noted. First,
while assessment of rates of hospital admissions for
ACSCs is a well validated method of assessing changes
in access to care, it does so indirectly; we could not
assess actual outpatient utilization or patient experiences of access to care. Second, control states in our
analyses had lower baseline insurance rates, larger
minority populations, and a lower median income than
in Massachusetts. While we controlled for multiple variables by which Massachusetts and control states differed, including population demographics, measures of
economic conditions (county level income and unemployment rates), and local physician supply, we could
not control for other potential unmeasured factors such
as local “medical culture” that could have influenced
our results.
Our sensitivity analysis using only propensity score
matched counties provides some additional reassurance that selected control states were appropriate. In
addition, to assess the impact of the reform on racial
and ethnic disparities in access, a key objective of our
study, it was necessary to use comparator states that
have sizable minority populations. Hence, we selected
three control states in the northeast US, identical to

Table 2 | Changes in rates of preventable hospital admissions* per 100 000 residents/year in Massachusetts and control states (NY, NJ, PA) before
(1 October 2004–30 June 2006) and after (1 January 2008–30 September 2009) healthcare reform
Massachusetts

Control states

Differences in differences estimates

ACSC measure†

Before

After

% change

Before

After

% change

Unadjusted % change

Adjusted % change (95% CI)‡

Overall composite
Acute composite
Chronic composite

745
300
445

730
279
451

−2.1
−7.0
1.3

945
308
637

912
292
620

−3.5
−5.1
−2.7

1.4
−1.9
4.0

1.2 (−1.6 to 4.1)
−2.0 (−5.2 to 1.3)
3.7 (−0.04 to 7.6)

*Adjusted for age and sex with method of direct standardization.
†Ambulatory care sensitive conditions (ACSCs) are set of conditions, defined by Agency for Health Care Research and Quality, for which access to outpatient care should reduce risk of
admission. Acute composite includes dehydration, urinary tract infection, and bacterial pneumonia. Chronic composite includes diabetes, complications from diabetes, chronic obstructive
pulmonary disease, hypertension, heart failure, and angina. Overall composite includes all individual ACSCs in acute and chronic composite measures.
‡Obtained from Poisson regression models adjusted for sex, age, race/ethnicity, county income level, county unemployment rate, quarter, and Health Professions Shortage Area designation.
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Massachusetts
ASCS measures

Overall composite
White
Black
Hispanic
Acute composite
White
Black
Hispanic
Chronic composite
White
Black
Hispanic

Control states

Differences in differences estimates

Before

After

% change

Before

After

% change

Unadjusted

Adjusted (95% CI)*

Adjusted estimated %
change (95% CI)†

667
1713
1258

647
1744
1203

−3.0
1.8
−4.4

716
2188
1126

680
2240
1024

−5.1
2.4
−9.1

2.1
−0.6
4.7

2.1 (−0.8 to 5.0)
−0.5 (−6.0 to 5.3)
1.6 (−3.9 to 5.5)

Ref
−1.9 (−8.5 to 5.1)
2.0 (−7.5 to 12.4)

285
496
393

263
470
362

−7.5
−5.3
−7.8

277
482
297

262
476
276

−5.6
−1.2
−7.3

−1.9
−4.0
−0.5

−1.8 (−5.2 to 1.7)
−4.0 (−12.2 to 5.1)
−1.2 (−9.9 to 8.3)

Ref
−1.4 (−12.7 to 11.4)
2.0 (−10.3 to 15.7)

383
1217
865

384
1274
840

0.3
4.7
−2.8

440
1706
829

419
1764
748

−4.7
3.4
−9.7

5.0
1.3
6.9

5.0 (1.6 to 8.6)
1.3 (−4.9 to 7.9)
2.9 (−3.4 to 9.5)

Ref
−3.1 (−9.4 to 3.7)
−0.7 (−9.6 to 12.2)

*Adjusted difference in differences estimates and 95% CI obtained from Poisson regression models adjusted for sex, age, race/ethnicity, county income level, county unemployment rate,
quarter, and Health Professions Shortage Area designation.
†For change in racial/ethnic disparities in MA v controls. Expresses change in disparities after reform between black and white people and between Hispanic and white people in ACSC
(preventable hospitalization) rates after adjustment for changes in control states.

Table 4 | Changes in rates of preventable hospital admissions per 100 000 residents/year
in Massachusetts counties with highest and lowest potential insurance coverage gains
after healthcare reform*
Potential insurance coverage gains
After

% change Before

After

Adjusted % change
in difference in
differences
% change estimates (95% CI)†

696.5
265.3
431.2

−2.1%
−5.9%
0.3%

773.5
297.0
476.5

−1.9%
−8.2%
2.5%

Highest
ASCS measures

Before

Overall composite 711.7
Acute composite
282.0
Chronic composite 429.7

Lowest

788.3
323.5
464.8

1.4% (−2.3% to 5.3%)
3.3% (−1.8% to 8.5%)
0.2% (−4.1% to 4.5%)

*Data from study states and Small Area Health Insurance Estimates (SAHIE) produced by US Census Bureau.
Counties with highest potential (and actual) insurance coverage gains were those above median and counties
with lowest potential (and actual) gains were those below median for baseline uninsurance rates before reform,
according to SAHIE Estimates.
†Expresses change after reform in counties with highest insurance coverage gains compared with counties with
lowest gains in coverage after adjustment in Poisson regression models adjusted for sex, age, race/ethnicity,
county income level, county unemployment rate, quarter, and Health Professions Shortage Area designation.
Significant positive values indicate increase in admission rate in counties with highest potential coverage gains
and negative values indicate decrease in admission rate in counties with highest potential coverage gains.

control states used in prior work on Massachusetts
health reform,13 17 53 that balance geographic proximity
to Massachusetts with adequacy of the size of minority
populations. The fact that sequential individual elimination of each control state had no impact on the
results suggests that our findings were not simply
because of the particular control states selected.
A third limitation is a potential lack of generalizability; incomes and the rate of insurance were higher and
the proportion of racial and ethnic minorities was
lower in Massachusetts before reform than in many
other states. A higher rate of insurance (1.1 percentage
points higher than the median US state rate8) could
mean that there was less room for improvement than
would be the case in some other states. The six percentage point gain in insurance after Massachusetts
reform, however, is only slightly lower than the average expected gain in insurance of 7.1% nationally
under the ACA.54 Massachusetts also has a larger ratio
of physicians to residents than other states, which
could suggest better access to care before and after
reform, with uncertain effects on the magnitude of
access improvement. Thus, our results might be generalizable only to states similar to Massachusetts.
the bmj | BMJ 2015;350:h1480 | doi: 10.1136/bmj.h1480

A fourth limitation is that expanded access to insurance could increase access to inpatient care and drive
up admission rates, offsetting any declines because of
improved outpatient access. While this would be likely
for some conditions such as discretionary surgical procedures,45 we studied only admissions for conditions
that have been shown to decline when outpatient
access to care improves.55 Fifth, most area level data in
this study are at the county level and thus less granular
than a smaller area unit such as a census block; however, no such publicly available data exists. Lastly,
while we found no evidence of a change in ACSC admission rates or disparities therein, we cannot rule out
meaningful reductions, particularly for racial and ethnic minorities. The lower 95% confidence limit for our
composite overall ACSC measure is compatible with an
overall reduction of 1.6 percentage points, and reductions in disparities between black and white people and
between Hispanic and white people of 8.5 and 7.5 percentage points, respectively, which would be substantial. Our preferred model specification, however, was
conservative; multiple alternative modeling specifications tested in sensitivity analyses produced considerably narrower 95% confidence intervals for all analyses.
Several strengths of our study should also be noted.
First, we relied on an objectively measured outcome
that was therefore not subject to potential biases from
patient recall or cognitive factors that could have influenced patient responses in survey studies that comprise
most of the evidence base on the impact of the Massachusetts reform on access to care. Second, our study did
not rely on statistical sampling during the study
period—we used every hospital admission occurring in
Massachusetts and control states during this time.
Therefore, concerns about potential non-representative
sampling that can lead to poor generalizability do not
apply. Third, our results were robust to numerous alternative modeling strategies and specifications. Lastly,
our study is the first we are aware of to examine the
impact of the reform on racial and ethnic disparities in
preventable admissions.
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Table 3 | Changes in rates of preventable hospital admissions per 100 000 residents/year in Massachusetts and control states (NY, NJ, PA) before
(1 October 2004–30 June 2006) and after (1 January 2008–30 September 2009) healthcare reform according to race and ethnicity
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8

as a result of increased detection62 in even a single office
based physician visit made possible by gaining insurance, or from more aggressive or complete inpatient
coding to maximize hospital revenue (so called “upcoding”)63 among Massachusetts hospitals, rather than as
a result of a true increase in the prevalence of chronic
conditions among inpatients after reform. Prior studies
using objective data to examine changes after reform in
disparities have found no improvement in disparities in
hospital readmission rates17 and access to inpatient cardiovascular procedures,18 while access to inpatient surgical procedures did improve for minorities.45 Our study
is the first to examine this question using preventable
admissions as a measure of access to outpatient care.

Conclusion and policy implications
Why might Massachusetts health reform have failed to
affect preventable admissions or narrow pre-existing
racial and ethnic disparities in this outcome? First,
although estimates vary somewhat, the absolute
decline in the number of uninsured residents was about
6% of the non-elderly population; this still left 6% of
the non-elderly population uninsured after full implementation of the reform8. While gains were larger for
racial and ethnic minorities, so too was the proportion
of uninsured after reform. Second, before reform, Massachusetts had a robust healthcare safety net system
that provided free care to many of the uninsured,64 who
were disproportionately from minority backgrounds,
through the state’s Uncompensated Care Pool program.
Third, the public insurance (Medicaid) and publicly
subsidized (Commonwealth Care) and unsubsidized
(Commonwealth Choice) exchange based private insurance that residents received under the reform might not
have provided optimal access to outpatient care
because patients had to share costs65 66 or of because of
low provider reimbursement. In 2009 the Massachusetts Medical Society found that only 60% of internist
physicians in Massachusetts accepted Medicaid and
40% accepted Commonwealth Care,67 and anecdotal
evidence suggests that finding a physician after reform
became more difficult.68 Lastly, there could have been
insufficient capacity of outpatient primary care providers to fully accommodate the influx of newly insured
residents, irrespective of insurance type. Recent data
regarding this possibility are mixed.13 69
The persistence of racial and ethnic disparities
despite increased insurance coverage has been shown
in many other settings70 71 and in our study might be
because of office based barriers faced by racial and ethnic minorities such as a lack of available interpreters72
or discrimination,5 persistent inability to afford care
despite being insured because of cost sharing,73 or to
the enduring independent effects of socioeconomic factors74 that we were unable to account for in our analysis.
In addition to being a key measure of access, preventable admissions represent a clinical failure for patients
and a needless expenditure of scarce healthcare
resources. Our findings therefore have important policy
implications. A large body of evidence suggests that
insurance substantially improves access to care across
doi: 10.1136/bmj.h1480 | BMJ 2015;350:h1480 | the bmj
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Comparison with other studies
Most of what is known about the Massachusetts
reform’s impact on access to care comes from population based surveys, which have found improvements in
measures of access to care, such as having a personal
physician (1.3–6.6 percentage point improvement),8 10 14
inability to see a physician because of cost (1.5–3.1 percentage point improvement),8 10–12 and out of pocket
medical spending at 10% or more of family income (3.7
percentage point improvement).56 Some studies have
also found increases in utilization of appropriate outpatient care such as receiving flu vaccine (1.6 to 3.0 percentage point improvement) 8 13 and screening
colonoscopy (5.5 percentage point improvement).14
For other services, such as cholesterol checks8 14 and
cervical smear tests,11 14 evidence is conflicting, and for
others, such as mammography, no improvements were
found.11 14 57
In contrast, most of the few of these studies that
examined racial and ethnic disparities in access failed
to find a narrowing after reform, similar to our results.
One prior study found greater improvements in having
a personal physician for Hispanic compared with white
residents (although among individuals who speak only
Spanish this outcome substantially worsened after
reform),15 while two studies found no improvement in
racial and ethnic disparities in this outcome.12 14 Still
other studies found no change in racial and ethnic disparities in being unable to see a physician because of
cost11 12 14 or receipt of preventive services.14 Self reported
outcomes, however, are subject to potential biases that
could have influenced survey responses. For example,
it is possible that simply having insurance coverage
provided a sense of wellbeing and security that positively influenced answers to subjective questions in the
absence of objective changes in health or access to care,
as was noted in a recent randomized expansion of Medicaid in the state of Oregon in the US.58 59 Even small
effects from this could explain much of the effect sizes
noted in these prior studies.
The few studies that used objective data to examine
overall changes in access to care show a mixed picture.
For example, emergency department use declined after
reform according to one study60 but increased according to another.19 State-wide mortality seems to have
declined in Massachusetts after reform,61 but among
patients with hyperlipidemia, diabetes, and hypertension who gained insurance under the reform, objectively measured cholesterol, hemoglobin A1c, and blood
pressure levels did not change.21 The only prior study of
preventable admissions showed a decline in ACSC
admission rates after reform only after adjustment for
measures of severity of illness (predominantly the numbers of comorbidities and inpatient diagnoses).8 As its
authors noted, however, incorporating diagnoses from
administrative data in risk adjustments could introduce
over-adjustment if the comorbid conditions are a product of the same access to care barriers that result in
admissions for ACSCs. Adjustment for comorbidities
could also lead to erroneous results if, for example, the
average number of comorbidities increased after reform
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health outcomes58 76 including mortality.61 The fact that
we found no evidence that the Massachusetts reform
diminished either preventable admissions or disparities
in such admissions, suggests that particular features of
the Massachusetts reform might need to be optimized to
realize improvements in access to outpatient care that
can prevent admissions. Although our results do not
point to specific modifications, they might include continued expansion of insurance to the remaining uninsured, reduction in cost related barriers to outpatient
care among those with insurance, and more comprehensive outreach efforts to the insured and uninsured to
ensure adequate knowledge of the processes for applying for and effectively utilizing insurance, particularly
among residents with limited proficiency in English language and low health literacy. Future studies will need
to define which of these or other improvements will
maximize outpatient access to care. While healthcare
delivery systems vary substantially internationally, our
results could provide insight into reforms of healthcare
financing built on a mix of private and public funding
and individual mandates that both wealthy and less
wealthy countries could contemplate.
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